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Why St. Petersburg 

   St. Petersburg is a beautiful port city, famous for its 
canals, museums, theaters, and the White Nights. The city 
is home to many famous artists, scientists and poets.
     Now St. Petersburg is the cultural capital of the country. 
It has 300 museums, 60 universities, and 2,500 libraries. 
More than 100 music festivals, exhibitions and concerts 
take place here every year. 
    The city is also home to many students from all over the 
world. Come to study and join the unique atmosphere of 
St. Petersburg!

Introduction 

 “ RussischAkademie” was founded in 2014. Throughout years 
we have accumulated teaching experience and developed our 
own programs.

Our exceptional teachers have extensive international 
experience and integrate advanced technology into the 
curriculum to enhance our students' skills and understanding. 

Our mission is to help all  students in learning  using a
combination of classroom work and community internships. 
Support is a key priority at all times and students benefit from our 
inclusive approach

Why Russian?

What are the reasons that 
make people want to learn 
Russian language despite all 
the expected difficulties?

 1
Since Russia has opened its borders to 

the international business, the demand for 
the professionals able to speak fluent 

Russian as a foreign language has been 
steadily increasing.

 2
Those who are planning to run successful 

international business in Russia or 
establish partnership with Russian 

companies, learn Russian language for 
business purposes.

 3
Knowledge of Russian language 

guarantees better mutual understanding 
and opens new opportunities.     

 4
Russian is the language of the bright and 
unique Russian literature, which admires 

people of all nations and generations.
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      Courses 

We teach Russian language 
to students of any level, from 
elementary to advanced.

*Learning in a group  promotes creativity. 
*The group normally brings students with 
different views together, and in a group, 
students generate plenty of new ideas. 
*You will learn to be open to new opinions, to 
challenge them or to agree
*Our comfortable atmosphere and professional 
teachers will help you to achieve maximum 
results. 
*If you decide to come to St. Petersburg during 
the White Nights, in summer, taking a Russian 
language course is a great opportunity to spend 
your time here in an interesting and useful way.
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 Our teachers use what is called the 
communicative approach. We select the right 
materials for you to improve your vocabulary, 
grammar and choose topics appropriate to your 
level of proficiency. 
 We also offer summer programmers for 
those who would like to speak Russian language 
more often. Learn Russian language in St. 
Petersburg now, and you will succeed in the 
future!

Group intensive course (40 hours)

 (One academical hour = 45 min)

2 weeks          400 euro
3  weeks         540 euro
4  weeks         710 euro

> 4 weeks       180 euro/ week
  

*It's possible to combine group classes with 
individual classes

* lessons for beginners start every Monday
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Host families

This is the best way to start speaking Russian, as 
you will learn new words and different phrases in 
real-life contexts.
Include:
 
                  Accommodation in a private room
         An apartment key provided upon arrival

  Bed linen and bath towels
  Access to the family's washing machine

Price                                Price       250 euro/week
  

Individual courses 

(One individual hour = 45 min)

        16-32 hours     28 euro
        32 -40 hours    26 euro
           40   hours     24 euro

Business course :
Do you already know that in 

the next few years you will be 
working in St. Petersburg? 
Then you definitely need to 

learn business Russian! 

Price :
30 euro per hour ( min 40 hours)

        >Professional teachers will help you to learn the and 
understand Russian culture and the Russian mentality, 
which is essential when working abroad. 
        >Our Business Russian course consists of several 
sections, which include appropriate grammatical material 
and topics related to the business world.
         >We have been working with expatriates in St 
Petersburg for the past ten years.

Accommodation
 

You can live with a host family learning not only the language but 
also the culture and traditions of the country while getting 

acquainted with its inhabitants. 

Alternatively, you can stay in a hotel or rent and apartment. You 
choose where to stay to make your trip exciting and comfortable 
because you are not an ordinary traveller; you are becoming a 

student. 

If you choose to learn Russian as a foreign language at 
'Russischakademieï we will guarantee you accommodation in the 

centre of St. Petersburg.
We offer a number of different options:
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Studios

  We have studio apartments in the very centre of 
the city, in walking distance from the Hermitage 
Museum and Nevsky Prospect where many 
restaurants, shops and famous museums are 
located. Living in a studio is the best choice for 
those who travel to Russian in a business trip.

Price 60 euros per day 

Apartment hotel

         An excellent option if you are staying in St 
Petersburg for 2 weeks or longer. The hotel 
has all the facilities you will need: a kitchen, 
WiFi, TV and pleasant rooms. It's located in the 
centre, not far from the offices where our 
courses take place.

  All foreigners coming to the Russian Federation 
need to obtain a visa, for which a letter of 
invitation is required. Foreigners are allowed to 
stay in the Russian Federation only for the 
period stated in the visa.

  We provide visa support for Russia if would like 
to take Russian language courses in St 
Petersburg and will prepare all the documents 
you need. We will also register you in St- 
Petersburg, as required by law within 7 days of 
arrival in the city.

Visa support 

Contact us 

 

Contacts RussischAkademie   in St. Petersbur  

  E-mail: info@russischakademie.com
  Phone: +79312711185
  Address: St. Petersburg, Nevskij Prospekt 

22-24
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